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ODERN MOSCOW	Eugene Lyons
H. G. Wells says:  "It is one of the most vivid and convincing
pictures of the New Russia that I have ever encountered"
Through six exciting years Eugene Lyons lived and
worked in Moscow—as correspondent for the United Press.
During most of that time he kept a notebook in which he
jotted down his sharper day-to-day impressions, brief
sketches of significant scenes and incidents, intimate
glimpses of the famous and great and the unknown and
ignoble. He has fashioned these notes into a sort of
intimate revue of life in that most fascinating of cities.
It is by far the most revealing and interesting picture of
the Red Capital and its people and spirit that has yet
been presented to readers.
Out of the twenty-odd chapters in this book comes a
parade of men, women, and children of all types and classes
—set against a background of ancient churches, gaudy
palaces, bare undecorated office buildings, and modernistic
apartment houses—that pulsates with life and breathes
the very air of the city where the incredible is obvious and
the improbable real. Every little anecdote, every drama,
every character portrait is a flash of insight. You will be
enthralled—and at the end you will feel that, perhaps for
the first time, you can now see and understand Moscow.
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A BOOK OF BATTLES that Determined the Course
-"•   of Civilization	G. P. Baker
Author of "Hannibal", "Twelve Centuries of Rome", etc.
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War is hell," said one of the protagonists of this book.
T, in various countries, have seen much of the miseries
of war," said another. "I am therefore in my inmost heart
a man of peace." Yet they, and all the others told of in
this book, did not shrink from it, The modern world knows
too much of war, by bitter experience, to suffer it gladly.
Yet we live in continual threat of it. What is the meaning
of the mystery ? Has war really served any purpose ? If
so what? Why have men faced its terrors? What

